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Our work has been motivated by the observation that most operating systems lack support for structuring dynamic re lationships between processes. For example, few systems allow for the regulated composition of processes. It is diffi cult or impossible to create complex relationships between computational units constructed with abstract components. That is, it is not possible to group several processes and treat them as a single process in making further groupings or in performing system operations. In addition, operating sys tems do not maintain a global context for an executing pro cess. Individual processes often play a significant role in a cooperative task comprised of many processes. System data base maintenance and Unix 1 pipelines are examples of such tasks. These cooperative tasks, and the roles particular pro cesses play in them, are not recognized by most operating systems and cannot be reliably deduced by a user or another process. Since this contextual information is not available, error recovery must be determined for each process in iso^ lation, even when a global context may allow a better recov ery strategy.
Distributed operating systems are not the only systems that provide little or no recognition of interprocess relationships. However, these issues are especially critical for distributed systems because they can involve hundreds of machines and thousands of services. The amount of software and the num ber of users involved can be very large. The increasingly blurred distinction between system services and clients in distributed systems suggests that many programmers will require greater interaction with system-related software, for example, to provide application-specific recovery mecha nisms. This interaction can be made simpler and less errorprone if the operating system is structured appropriately. In addition, distributed programming is fundamentally more difficult than writing programs for a single processor, espe cially when a program must be able to compensate for machine failures. Software support for a programming meth odology that facilitates distributed programming is especially important. Finally, interprocess relationships are more im portant in distributed systems because applications are ex pected to use multiple processes as a matter of course.
Hierarchical process composition (HPC) is an objectoriented model of interprocess relationships designed to ad dress these issues. The major novelties of HPC lie in the extension of the process abstraction to collections of pro cesses and the provision of a rich set of structuring mecha nisms for distributed computations. The fundamental tool in the HPC model is abstraction which, in various forms, is used to provide object definition, protection, and com position. Structuring forms are defined that allow a program to create protection domains that permit, yet limit, structural modification of objects. An important aspect of the model is that it results in the ability to maintain and exploit execution context for managing processes in a distributed computation.
In Section II, we present the HPC object model, intro ducing terminology used throughout the paper. Sec tions III-VI provide further details of the model: operation domains for protection, structured interfaces for commu nication, maintaining the consistency of an HPC system in the presence of processor and communication failures, and HPC support for sharing. (Additional details can be found in other papers [1], [2] .) Section VII shows how to build repre sentative system level services using the HPC model. In Section VIII, we discuss issues related to the implementation of an HPC kernel. Section IX compares the HPC model to other related work. Finally, in Section X, we summarize the motivation and rationale behind the HPC model.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF TOE HPC OBJECT MODEL
HPC can be viewed as an extension of the process abstrac tion model. A set of communicating processes can be encap sulated to form an abstraction whose status within the system is equal to that of an ordinary process. Any commands that can be applied to a single process can be applied to the abstract object representing a set of processes. We have cho sen hierarchical composition as the basic structuring mecha nism for process collections.
A. Objects
The simplest type of object in HPC is the process, which consists of active state, communication interfaces, and a code segment. An object can be constructed from component parts by combining other previously created objects, commu nication channels between subobjects, an encapsulation shell, and a set of interfaces to the external world. The behavior of a complex object is defined by the behavior of its component objects and their interconnections. A funda mental requirement of the model is that the semantics of external-world interfaces be the same for both complex and simple objects.
When an object is created, it is given a unique name. The name of an object is known by its creator and the object itself; these two objects may in turn pass the name on to other objects. The system commands that modify the structure of an object require that the name of the object be known. Sending a message to an object, however, does not require that the sender know the name of the object, only that the appropriate interface in the sender be bound to an interface in the receiver by a channel.
Β. Interfaces and Channels
Communication between objects can only occur by send ing messages through channels. A channel is a directed communication medium that allows a message to be sent asynchronously from one object to another. To the underlying system, messages are simply uninterpreted values. A channel does not provide queuing of messages or reliable delivery. Reliability, if necessary, must be provided by higher level protocols.
An interface describes the type of message that can be transmitted by an object through a unidirectional channel. Each object must define an interface for each potential com munication stream. Channels are bound to interfaces by run time operations. At any point in time, some object interfaces may be bound to channels while others are not. Messages that are sent using an unbound interface are lost.
In order for two objects to communicate, the appropriate interfaces of each object must be connected to the same chan nel. The connect operation is used to create a channel joining two specified interfaces. The disconnect operation is used to remove the channel, terminating the connection. In this connection-based approach, the location and identity of part ners in communication is transparent to the communicating objects, since each object is communicating through a locally named interface. This makes it easier for the underlying system to mask failures and provide process migration. In addition, the control aspects of communication (i.e., with which other object does a particular object communicate) are separated from the communication itself and can be governed by a third party whose context includes both communicating parties.
There are three communication operations that can be per formed on an interface: send, receive, and select. HPC is designed to model asynchronous, autonomous operations, hence, the send and receive primitives are nonblocking. The select primitive is analogous to the Ada 2 select statement. It provides a form of blocking receive, eliminating the need to poll individual interfaces.
C. Encapsulation Shells
Many modern programming languages (e.g., Modula-2, Ada) allow the programmer to encapsulate an abstract object within a module that presents a well-defined interface to the outside world. This has the advantage of separating the ab stract behavior of the object from the implementation of the object. An HPC encapsulation shell is similar to a module in that it provides a structuring form for processes. A shell is an object, along with all its contents. Shells are designed to support the composition of objects. A composite object can be created by encapsulating a set of communicating objects within a shell that provides appropriate interfaces, thereby creating a "black box" that can be combined with other "black boxes" to form more complicated objects. A shell serves both as an abstraction mechanism and as a handle for structured objects.
Not all modules in programming languages are purely syn tactic constructs (e.g., interface modules or monitors in Modula). Similarly, not all shells are purely abstraction mechanisms. An operation domain is a shell created with a designated control component, called the controller, re sponsible for modifying and maintaining the internal struc-ture of the objects within the domain. In particular, the controller is responsible for establishing communication connections.
All shells form a strict tree-structured hierarchy. A new shell can be created around a collection of sibling objects using the enclose operation. The number and types of the shell's interfaces, as well as the collection of objects it is to enclose, are given as arguments. The specified objects be come the children of the newly created shell. Any previous connections between objects inside and outside the shell are removed. The disclose operation removes a shell and any channels connected to its interfaces. The children of the shell become children of the shell's parent.
A shell may enclose an arbitrarily complex collection of objects. The externally visible behavior of the resulting ob ject is defined by the shell's communication interfaces. A shell can be transparent or opaque. The internal structure of an opaque shell, including internal channels and the number and type of subobjects, is invisible outside the shell.
A shell has a name and a set of interfaces. When an object is created, the properties of its interfaces are fixed for the lifetime of the object. Each interface is visible on both sides of the shell and may display different properties on either side. Therefore, we distinguish the internal and external views. The internal view is used to connect a channel be tween an object within the shell and the shell itself. The external view is used to forward messages from the shell to other objects.
In any interaction with other objects, a complex object is indistinguishable from a simple object with the same inter faces. Commands that can only be applied to simple pro cesses in other systems may be applied to these complex objects in HPC. Fig. 1 shows three HPC objects. Fig. 1 (a) contains an ab stract object with two external interfaces. This object could be either a simple process or a complex object; there is no way to tell since the object is opaque. The only information available to the outside world is the name of the object and the names, number, and types of the object's external interfaces. In Fig. 1(b) , three objects are shown connected in a pipeline. Again, each object in the pipeline could be either a process or a complex object. We have not shown the direction of communication flow through the pipeline. Finally, in Fig. 1 (c) a complex object is shown with the same abstract behavior as the three objects in 1(b). This object, currently transparent and under control of the enclosing domain, can be given a controller, causing the object to become opaque and capable of internal modification to its structure. The next section explains how this is done.
III. OPERATION DOMAINS AND CONTROLLERS
The HPC model recognizes the need for dynamic re lationships between processes. Communication channels can be dynamically established between processes and shells can be created and destroyed to represent the changing re lationships between objects. These operations allow complex interprocess relationships to be created, but their unrestricted application could lead to chaos. HPC restricts the execution of structure modifying operations based on additional hier archical structure, in the form of operation domains. The terms domain and principal are taken from the secu rity and protection literature. A domain is a collection of objects that have the same protection or access control. A principal is an agent that has privileged access to the mem bers of a domain. In HPC, operation domains (or simply, domains) are delineated by a shell, and privileged access amounts to the right to execute any of the structure modifying operations. The contents of a domain are everything inside the domain shell that is not inside another (nested) domain. In this way, operation domains form a coarse tree structure that is superimposed on the object hierarchy of HPC. Each domain has exactly one principal, called a controller, which is the only object that may modify or even examine the con tents of the domain. Controllers are members of the domains they control and may not examine or affect the contents of other domains. Thus, shells that delineate a domain are opaque since no object can observe both sides. Shells that do not delineate a domain are transparent to the controller of the domain in which they reside. In this way, protection and access control to HPC objects and their connections are asso ciated with the basic hierarchy.
The only structures that may be affected by more than one controller are shells that delineate operation domains. A do main's shell is the root object in its own hierarchy and a leaf object in the domain that encloses it. The controller of the internal domain is restricted to operations on the internal view of the shell and its interfaces, while the controller of the enclosing domain is restricted to operations on the external view.
A. Controller Subtrees
HPC implements principals through the notion of a con troller subtree. The root of a controller subtree may be iden tical with the root of the domain or it may be an immediate child of the root of the domain. In all cases, the subtree may be of arbitrary complexity, from a single leaf process to a complex tree with nested domains within it. Implementing principals as controller subtrees rather than single processes makes it possible to distribute the control function over sev-eral sites. In addition, it allows us to use the same structur ing tools in implementing complex control functions as in implementing applications.
Domains with controller subtrees at the root are called self-controlling domains. All members have the same power to modify and maintain the internal structure of the domain. Domains with nested controllers provide for the separation of control from computation and finer access control. Objects within the domain that are not members of the controller subtree cannot reconfigure the domain. These functions are reserved for the members of the controller subtree, which can be specialized for the control task. This approach is analo gous to the shell programs in Unix, all of which specialize in creating new processes with the appropriate inter connections. Each shell is a valuable tool, yet none performs any real computation. They allow user processes to be con structed that do not know anything about their inter connections or relationships with other processes.
We could have allowed a controller for a domain to be arbitrarily located in the object tree. However, to simplify both the design and the implementation of the system, a controller must be a subtree of its domain, and the subtree must begin at the root of the domain or one of its immediate children. It is easy to verify that a given process is authorized to carry out an operation on an object if the process, the object, and their common ancestor are all in the same domain.
For consistency and simplicity, we wish to ensure these properties: 1) a process is empowered as a controller of at most one domain, 2) an object may be empowered as a con troller only for its domain or the immediately enclosing do main, and 3) a controller subtree may itself be a domain. Fig. 2 illustrates nested domains and controllers. Shell SO delineates a domain DI with controller CI. The structure of DI may only be modified by a process within CI. However, CI also delineates domain D2, whose controller is C2. Pro cess PI may modify DI, for example, by connecting Pi and Pj. Processes within C2 may not, since each process can be a controller for at most one domain. Similarly, processes in C2 may modify D2, but PI may not, since it is not in the controller subtree for D2.
B. The Role of the Controller
Only the processes of the controller subtree are privileged to issue the HPC commands that manipulate shells, inter faces, processes, and controllers. All the arguments to such a command must be members of the controller's domain. One consequence is that communication across a domain bound ary is possible only with the cooperation of the controllers on both sides of the boundary.
The primary purpose of the controller is to maintain the health of objects within its domain and the relationships be tween those objects. Detection and recovery from failure is a major responsibility. Reconfiguration of the object to accom modate changes in load, unusual demands for service, or global changes, such as partition, is another task of the con troller.
Beside routine health and maintenance, the controller holds all the mechanisms needed to debug HPC objects and their interactions. For example, the controller may interact with objects using the standard message communication primitives available to all objects, as well as the operations available to it alone. Using send and receive, and its ability to reconnect objects in arbitrary ways, a controller can moni tor all communication between two objects by establishing a communication path between the objects that passes through the controller's interfaces or the interfaces of a selected de bugging module. Monitored communication would be trans parent to the two objects involved.
The controller can establish a control channel with each of the objects within its domain for nontransparent interaction. This channel can be used to request that the object change state according to established conventions. The control chan nel would be used for commands that require the consent of the affected object. In the same vein, a request channel can be established between the controller and an object that pro vides the object with access to the services of the controller, such as a request to make a specific connection.
C. Operations on Processes
Process management in HPC is primarily concerned with protection and, secondarily, with resource management. There is a tension in the HPC design between the desire to exploit the underlying topology of the distributed hardware and the desire to treat all objects in a uniform manner. Since HPC may be implemented on heterogeneous sites, manage ment of primitive processes is necessarily a site-dependent problem. We have decided to separate the resource manage ment of process allocation and scheduling from the structure management of the HPC hierarchy. No one, not even control lers, ever observes a primitive process within HPC. As with other resources, processes at a site or set of sites are managed through an HPC object. The details of identifying an exe cutable image, controlling scheduling priorities, and so forth are defined by the underlying system and are independent of the HPC model. This scheme allows HPC objects to manipu late site-dependent processes that exist entirely outside of the HPC framework.
Introducing new processes into the HPC model is of more interest. HPC provides a primitive operation, animate, that takes an empty shell, the identity of a system-provided pro cess manager, and a manager-dependent process description. Successful animation creates a new process and makes it a new domain delineated by the shell. The HPC kernel remem bers the association between the primitive process and its domain so that HPC operations on the domain will be trans lated into the appropriate process management primitives.
When an object dies, its domain is destroyed, removing the internal structure and leaving the shell behind. Termination of a primitive process is treated as a death by HPC. A control ler may execute a die operation on its domain, which will remove all internal structure before removing the domain boundary that protected the structure from the view of the enclosing domain. A controller may kill some member Μ οί its domain, which is equivalent to forcing all the domains nested within Μ to execute a die and then removing any shells remaining within M.
D. Operations on Controllers
Controller subtrees may be introduced through the invest operation. A controller may select some subtree S of its domain and invest a new controller C for that subtree. If S is the domain itself, this amounts to a transfer of control from the original controller to C. Otherwise, a new domain is created. If C was previously a self-controlling domain (ex cluding primitive processes), the old domain boundary of C is destroyed to assure that no process is a controller for more than one domain. Members of C that are not members of its controller subtree are empowered as controllers of S. This also ensures that each process is controlling at most one domain.
Complex objects can be created either top-down or bottom up. A problem arises, however, if domains are constructed top-down. Once a controller is invested with a domain, the controller for the enclosing domain no longer has the ability to operate within the newly created domain. Thus, only ob jects capable of building their own internal structure can be constructed top-down within nested domains.
A controller may abdicate its power over a domain. When a controller abdicates, its domain shell becomes transparent and the contents of its domain become contents of the en closing domain. A controller may depose a subdomain, which is equivalent to forcing the subdomain to abdicate.
When an object dies, there is no way for it to be resur rected, short of external intervention by the controller of the domain in which it resides. To ensure that all domains always have a controller, HPC treats the death of a controller subtree as an abdication. This takes place even though other objects within the domain may continue to execute. A controller subtree is dead if there are no noncontroller processes within it, and its nested controller subtree (if it exists) is also dead. Since the implementation base of all objects is selfcontrolling processes, this definition ultimately reflects the state of primitive processes.
To see how death and abdication are related, consider again For security and protection reasons, it is unacceptable to allow a deposition or an accidental controller death to reveal the internal structure of an object that wishes to remain en tirely abstract. Therefore, HPC allows controllers to choose between two actions to be taken by the system automatically upon abdication, whether forced, voluntary or accidental. One option is to preserve all the internal structure that exists at the time of abdication and make this structure part of the enclosing domain. The other option is to purge all internal structure before destroying the domain boundary. By using the purge option with objects containing nested controllers, objects can be created that are indistinguishable from primi tive processes to outside controllers.
IV. STRUCTURED COMMUNICATION INTERFACES
A single unreliable unidirectional channel between two objects is clearly a minimal communications mechanism. HPC provides a number of tools to construct more specialized mechanisms. Provision is made for several logically distinct interfaces, the use of a variety of protocols or data represen tations, a dynamically varying number of related interfaces, the encapsulation of related heterogeneous interfaces as a single abstract interface, and multicasting.
Each interface has three fixed properties that are recorded by the HPC kernel and available to the controller: role, type name, and structure. Two interfaces can be connected by a channel only if they have compatible roles, equivalent types, and matching structures. Role compatibility and type equiva lence are checked by the individual controller responsible for establishing the connection, since both roles and types are user-defined concepts. Structural matching is checked by the^ kernel because it has a direct effect on the kernel imple mentation of message passing.
In addition, there are two properties of interfaces that vary: connectivity and liveness. By monitoring these properties, a controller can modify its domain to provide appropriate re sponses to a changing environment.
A. Roles
Each interface has some particular function or purpose. Since objects must be interconnected in ways that make sense, HPC provides a way for controllers to determine the logical role that each interface plays in the operation of its containing object. Examples of roles include the Unix no tions of stdin (standard input), stdout (standard output), and stderr (standard error).
HPC records a label for each interface that is made avail able to the corresponding controller(s), but does not interpret the label in any way. This label indicates the role of the associated interface. Our intent is that object designers will use human-sensible strings for role labels, but there are no restrictions on their use.
Role compatibility imposes a user-defined semantic inter pretation on interface connections. Each controller is free to interpret role labels as it sees fit and is not required to under stand any particular role. Obviously, the more roles a control ler understands, the better it will do its job of creating and maintaining complex applications. Conventions for inter-preting roles are to be expected, so that controllers can be written without prior knowledge about specific roles. For example, a simple controller could be written that would only connect interfaces with roles of the form std-input to inter faces with roles of the form std-output. Such a controller need know nothing about the application, only the strings std-input and std-output.
B. Type Names
While not strictly necessary, we distinguish between the logical role of an interface and the concrete interpretation of messages sent or received on an interface. Separating roles and types maintains the independence of communication con tent and communication protocols. A controller can connect two interfaces with compatible roles and equal types without interpreting the particular type. This would be more incon venient if the labels for the role and type were merged into a single piece of descriptive information.
As with roles, HPC records a type name for each interface that is interpreted only by controllers. The type name indi cates the protocols and formats used in communication through the interface. Self-describing datagram and re liable byte stream are examples of type names.
C. Structures
The structure of an interface is what HPC uses to deter mine how to deliver messages associated with the interface. For most interfaces, the only relevant structure is the direc tion of communication (input or output). It is possible, how ever, to construct more complicated interfaces, using the four interface structures simple, bundle, multiplex, and multicast.
Unlike roles and type names, the structure of an interface is interpreted by the HPC kernel. Interfaces may be con nected only when they have exactly complementary struc tures. Structural matching ensures (among other things) that inputs are connected to outputs and that previously connected interfaces are not doubly connected.
For each of the four interface structures, there is a concrete version where the internal details of the structure can be examined and an abstract version where these details are hidden from view. Each view of an interface may present either the concrete or the abstract version. A view presenting a concrete version of a structure is an endpoint, while an abstract view is an extension. The names are motivated be cause a useful communication link will have two endpoints separated by some number of channels extending the con nection between them.
The endpoint/extension distinction is analogous to the shell/domain distinction for protection purposes. Only the controllers that need to know the internal structure of a com plex interface are allowed to observe or modify it. The opera tions that are legal for endpoints are not legal for extensions and vice versa. The operations on endpoints all modify the internal structure or state of a complete communication path. This information should be hidden as unnecessary complex ity from the domains through which the connection passes. The operations on extensions all modify channels between two interfaces without regard to their type or internal struc ture and are inappropriate for use on endpoints.
A channel connects exactly two views and crosses no shell boundaries. One or more channels which are joined through interfaces form a chain. When the interfaces at both ends of a chain are endpoints, the chain is an end-to-end connection. HPC maintains chains to determine when connecting a new channel will create an end-to-end connection, but chains are invisible to controllers.
A simple interface provides a single directed stream of messages. The direction of a simple interface is specified when the interface and its containing shell are created. All complex interfaces are ultimately based on simple interfaces.
The send, receive, and select operations may be applied to the endpoints of simple interfaces. Send and receive are both nonblocking and transfer messages by value between an in terface and a process. They place no interpretation on the contents of a message. Select takes a set of interfaces and blocks until a message is available for receipt on at least one of the interfaces or a specified timeout has expired.
The connect and disconnect operations are common to all four interface structures. Connect creates a channel between two extensions. The channel may not cross a shell boundary and the extensions may not have other attached channels. Additionally, the structures of the extensions must be com patible. For simple interfaces, compatibility means consis tent direction. That is, simple extensions may be connected only when one delivers messages and the other accepts them. Disconnect destroys the channel between two extensions.
An interface bundle is a collection of interfaces, analogous to a record in programming languages. The components of a bundle may be interfaces of arbitrary structure and direction. Objects with logically complex interfaces can encapsulate the complexity and group simple interfaces by function.
The components of a bundle are fixed when the interface and its containing shell are created. The order in which they are specified is significant. When two bundles are connected, the corresponding components are connected. The corre spondence is determined by the order of definition.
The index operation is common to the three complex struc tures. It takes an endpoint and an index and returns the inter face component that corresponds to the index (analogous to record selection). This allows HPC to distinguish the proper ties of the entire bundle from the properties of a particular component of the bundle.
Two bundle extensions are compatible if they have the same number of components and the structures of each of the components are compatible. Connecting and disconnecting two interface bundles affects all the bundle components.
A multiplex interface is analogous to an array or, more precisely, a table with dynamically varying indices and ho mogeneous components. A multiplex interface begins with no components. The role, type name, and structure of all its potential components are fixed when the multiplex interface and its containing shell are created. Component interfaces are created and deleted dynamically. This is the type of interface HPC uses for multiplexed servers, hence the name.
In addition to index, the new and delete operations may be applied to multiplex endpoints. The new operation takes a multiplex endpoint and creates a new component interface. If there is an end-to-end connection, a corresponding compo nent is also created at the other endpoint. The delete opera tion takes a multiplex endpoint and an index and destroys the corresponding component interface. Any connections associ ated with this component are unmade. Two multiplex extensions are compatible if they have com patible component structures. Connecting two multiplex ex tensions affects those components that have previously been connected by a channel between the extensions, while dis connection of a multiplex channel affects all its components.
A multicast interface fulfills the need for one-to-many and many-to-one communication. A multicast interface takes several streams of messages, merges them into a single stream, replicates the stream, and forwards it to several des tinations. Like a multiplex interface, the multicast interface is created with no components and all its dynamically created components have the same fixed structure. The operations on multiplex endpoints may also be applied to multicast endpoints. Unlike interface bundles and multiplex interfaces, multicast interfaces do not need to be used in pairs. A multi cast extension is compatible with an extension of one of its components.
D. Connectivity and Liveness
Besides its fixed role, type name, and structure, an inter face has two properties, connectivity and liveness, that can change dynamically and unexpectedly as a result of HPC commands or failures within the system. Connectivity is sim ply the presence or absence of connections on the visible view(s) of a simple interface and the currently valid indexes for a complex interface. Since multiple controller processes in a single controller subtree may create or destroy channels independently of one another, and the new operation may create new indexes for a multiplex interface from another domain, the controller subtree is notified about changes in the connectivity of interfaces in its domain. In all cases, con nectivity for a view is based only on visible status.
In the absence of inconsistencies created by partition and merge, the connectivity of a simple interface is either discon nected or connected to I where / is another interface. The connectivity of a complex interface is the set of currently valid indexes.
Liveness indicates whether or not an interface is part of an end-to-end connection. It is the only property a controller can observe about conditions outside its domain. A view of an interface is dead when no endpoint is connected to the inter face through its other view, alive when an endpoint is con nected, and suspended when it is unknown (as a result of communication failures) whether or not an endpoint is con nected. Liveness information is computed locally at the ends of chains and propagated towards the other end of the chain. As for connectivity, when the liveness of an interface changes, the controller is notified.
Knowledge of liveness is essential for distributed applica tions that wish to avoid inconsistency by limiting their opera tions during a partition. It is also crucial in allowing a controller to clean up state when an external client has died or become disconnected. Basic flow control functions require liveness or its equivalent to detect when a message may be sent with some expectation of being delivered. Applications that are sensitive of their security can use liveness to detect when their communication partners have been disconnected and potentially hostile partners connected.
V. MAINTAINING CONSISTENCY IN HPC
HPC creates and maintains a large, shared, distributed data structure representing the structure of an application during execution. This data structure must be maintained in a con sistent fashion despite communication failures and system partitions. Of course, observations about the structure of a system are inherently relative to the observer; changes in one partition of a system may not be visible to all observers. Inconsistencies will arise if partitions are allowed to con tinue to execute independently. Rather than prevent incon sistencies by limiting availability, we have chosen to resolve them when partitions are merged. In this section, we show examples of how HPC resolves inconsistencies between different partitions of the system and reports the (inevitable) development of conflicts to its clients.
We have adopted a policy of least disruption when merging two partitions. For example, two partitions may conflict be cause an element of structure (e.g., a channel) exists in one partition, but not in the other. We include the disputed chan nel in the merger of the partitions, so that any process making use of the channel may continue to do so. One consequence of this policy is that shells or channels can be deleted in one partition, only to reappear at a later time when two partitions are merged.
A. Orphaned Domains
A controller subtree is responsible for managing the inter nal structure of its domain. Thus, the structure of a domain will change in response to commands issued by the subtree. However, the subtree can be implemented by many processes on different sites. We must specify how the partition of the controller subtree is handled within HPC.
A domain has been orphaned in a given partition when none of the processes in the domain's controller subtree are in the partition. Whether or not a domain is seen to be or phaned depends on what partition the observer is in. The controller subtree of a domain may be split among several partitions, but as long as at least one controller process is in a partition, the domain is not orphaned in that partition.
The orphaned domain rule states that all interface views on the border of an orphaned domain are suspended. The state of suspension propagates in both directions along any con nections through the domain. The effect is to suspend com munication with an object during any period in which there is no control component for its domain.
There are several motivations for requiring this behavior. First, when a domain is orphaned, all control over the behav ior of the domain's members is lost. An application that wants to provide consistent service during partition at the expense of availability must be able to limit the way its componenis interact with external clients. In suspending all interface views on the border, we have created firewalls that prevent the development of inconsistent behavior by pro hibiting orphaned domains from interacting with clients in any way.
Second, the orphaned domain rule simplifies many of the rules for maintaining the consistency of HPC connections. It dramatically reduces the number of different kinds of struc tural inconsistency that can occur.
Third, the problem of orphans in transaction systems and RPC (remote procedure call) is simple to deal with under the orphaned domain rule. If an object becomes orphaned from its controller, it may continue to perform computations, but it will be prohibited from communicating with other objects. The orphan may be removed by its controller, if the controller is still alive when the partitions are merged, or deleted auto matically by HPC, if the controller set the purge option.
A consequence of the orphaned domain rule is that the members of an orphaned domain may interact with one an other even though they are unable to interact with objects out side the domain. This allows useful computation to continue, so neither structure nor application state need be lost dur ing partitions and merges. However, communication be tween worker processes inside a domain and their external clients is prohibited even when both parties in an end-toend connection are within the same partition. A solution to this problem is to use distributed controller subtrees that have at least one process on every set of sites that can sup port a viable subset of the application.
B. Maintaining Consistency of Communication Connections
When the controller subtree for a view of an interface is partitioned, it is possible that the status of the interface view will be observed differently in different partitions. When merging two (or more) partitions, HPC must detect and re solve the inconsistency. The method used for detection is not defined by the HPC abstraction, so we will concentrate on reconciliation. We must merge all the changeable state asso ciated with an interface, including connectivity and liveness. In this section, we describe how this is done for simple interfaces; the rules for complex interfaces follow the same principles. Table I shows the possible combinations of connectivity that may be observed in two partitions before and after merg ing the partitions. D indicates the interface is observed to be disconnected. Ci indicates the interface is observed to be connected with a channel to interface i. Pairs 1 and 2 are consistent. Pair 3 is resolved auto matically in accordance with our policy of least disruption. The last pair is patently inconsistent. When an interface view has been connected to different interfaces in different partitions there is no reasonable way for HPC to decide which channel to remove wheti merging the partitions. Rather than making an arbitrary choice, HPC reports the inconsistency to the controller subtree of the domain in which the problem occurs. All connections through the interface are suspended until the controller can resolve the inconsistency by remov- 
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Si Sj Case 3 ing channels until at most one channel is connected to the interface. Table II shows the possible combinations of liveness that may be observed in two partitions before and after merging the partitions. D indicates the interface is observed to be dead. Ai indicates the interface is observed to be active with a connection to endpoint i. Si indicates the interface is ob served to be suspended with a connection to endpoint i, which may be null if no end-to-end connection existed prior to partition. Pairs 1, 2, and 3 are consistent. Pairs 4, 5, and 6 are automatically resolved in accord with our policy of least disruption. For pairs 5 and 6, we note that if it was possible to reach endpoint i in one partition, it will be possible to reach / in the merger of the two partitions.
Pairs 7, 8, and 9 are inconsistent. To resolve the inconsis tency in pair 7 (case 1), we consider how this state must have been reached. In each of two partitions, there existed a con nection through the interface to a distinct reachable endpoint. Both endpoints will be reachable in the merger of the par titions. By the orphaned domain rule, each channel par ticipating in the connections is visible to a controller. Since the two connections have disjoint endpoints, yet share at least one interface, there must be a connection inconsistency (see Table I , pair 4) visible somewhere within the merger of the partitions. This inconsistency will automatically suspend both connections until it has been reconciled at the point of conflict.
Resolution of pair 8 (case 2) is similar. Again, invoking the orphaned domain rule, either there is a connection incon sistency as in case 1, or there is a visible connect-disconnect inconsistency (see Table I , pair 3) within the merger of the partitions which will be automatically reconciled by HPC. When the latter situation is resolved, pair 8 collapses to pair 5.
For pair 9 (case 3), either there is a visible conflict, as in cases 1 and 2, or the point at which the two connections to disjoint endpoints diverge is not visible in this new partition. In this last situation, the controller observes the interface as suspended and HPC may make an arbitrary choice between the endpoints because neither of the endpoints can be ob served in the new partition. Choosing the wrong endpoint will be detected and resolved as soon as enough information to resolve the conflict has been merged with this partition.
Note that in each of these cases, we do not report the inconsistencies to the controller of the observed domain be cause they will either be resolved elsewhere in the object hierarchy or will not result in detectably inconsistent behav ior and can be ignored.
Under this specification, consistent behavior is guaranteed by forcing an interface to the safe suspended state. In only one case is a controller required to deal with an inconsistency, and all other potential inconsistencies of behavior have been either reduced to an instance of this single case elsewhere in the hierarchy or rendered harmless by suspension of the inter face.
C. Maintaining Consistency of the Object Hierarchy
HPC ensures a consistent tree structure of shells, within a single domain and partition. However, when the controller subtree of a domain is partitioned, the internal hierarchy of the domain may be modified inconsistently. Upon merge, a consistent hierarchy must be reestablished. Here, we will look only at inconsistencies that affect a single domain. Every object (in the absence of explicit sharing) is supposed to have one parent. An object gets a new parent when the surrounding shell is disclosed or it is enclosed by a new shell. The controller of a domain can determine the parent of any object in its domain. Table III shows the possible combinations of parentage that may be observed in two partitions before and after merg ing the partitions. Ν indicates the shell is not observed. Ci indicates the shell is observed to be a child of shell i. Pairs 1 and 2 are consistent, although pair 1 will probably not arise during a merge. Pair 3 is resolved in accord with our policy of least disruption. Pair 4 is inconsistent. The control ler is notified of this inconsistency. Until it is resolved, all connections passing through the object are suspended and the only operations that may be applied to the object are kill, depose, disclose, and a special reconciliation operation, de tach, that is used to remove the object from the tree of a specified parent. An object may be detached from a parent only when it has more than one parent. Fig. 3 (a) depicts a parentage inconsistency. Object C was enclosed by shells PI and P2 in two different partitions. When the partitions are merged, the conflict becomes appar ent. If we detach C from P2, we are left with the situation shown in Fig. 3(b) which is consistent.
When a shell with a parentage conflict is disclosed, all its children inherit its parentage conflict. This may multiply the number of conflicts, but there does not seem to be a reason able alternative. If disclose is prohibited, we are unable to separate the contents of an object according to the partition 
and role they were created in and reencapsulate them. The need for such fission can be avoided by never creating any thing in a shell that existed before the controller subtree was partitioned, but this runs counter to the basic HPC approach of high availability even during partition.
VI. SHARING
One of the primary responsibilities of an operating system is to allow multiple users to share resources. In HPC, objects are used to represent resources. All requests for service use the standard form of interobject communication, messages sent to interfaces bound with channels. The problem with this view is that a request for service may come from deep within a user's object hierarchy and be directed to a resource that resides deep within the system's object hierarchy. In order to implement such a request, each operation domain would have to propagate an appropriate interface from the leaf nodes of the object tree to the root. In addition, since some controller must establish communication connections, this suggests a root controller must be responsible for creating a connection between the operation domains at the root of each subtree.
This approach is impractical for two reasons. First, it sug gests that every operation domain residing between two com municating objects in the object hierarchy must be involved in all communication between the two objects. Even if inter face connections are implemented so that messages are not actually forwarded through passive interfaces in shells, some machinery must be invoked within each operation domain to check interface compatibility and to maintain the appearance of local control. Secondly, the code required within each (b) Fig. 4 . a subset of interfaces remain within the controller's domain. The offer and acceptance identify which interfaces are to be controlled by each domain.
Consider the client (DC) and server (DS) domains shown in Fig. 4(a) . After negotiation, their controllers agree to share the object R. Subsequently, the client and server can communicate across the object hierarchy through the server's representative, as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
VII. BUILDING APPLICATIONS IN HPC
In this section, we give two examples of how to use the HPC model to build representative system-level applications.
Our goal is to demonstrate that our underlying assumptions are not too restrictive and that the model is sufficiently pow erful to describe typical system services.
A. Reliable Communication
Since the HPC model is intended to support software at very low levels in the system, it is natural to assume the minimum functionality, namely asynchronous, unreliable communication. However, this is inadequate for most userlevel programs. Fortunately, HPC provides a framework for building higher level communication protocols.
The interface between a user-level program and a reliable protocol can be either procedure-based or object-based. We will describe an object-based scheme similar to that used for network protocols. Each machine provides a reliable trans port object (RTO) to be interposed between a sender and receiver that require a reliable channel for communication. The RTO is responsible for implementing the appropriate protocol, possibly including checksums, acknowledgments, and retransmissions. The local RTO communicates with re mote RTO's to implement reliable remote communication.
Inserting protocol objects between two communicating ob jects can be viewed as type coercion by the controller. In Fig. 5 , two objects on different machines want to commu nicate. Each has specified, using type names wants-reliableinput (WRi) and wants-reliable-output (WRo), that they would like reliable communication. The controller can inter pose two RTO's that communicate with each other using a reliable protocol, represented by type names reliable-input (Ri) and reliable-output (Ro). The effect is to transparently controller to make connections for all communication be tween objects in its subtree with objects within other subtrees would be considerable, greatly increasing the complexity of each controller. An alternative approach is to have two sub trees share an object that can communicate directly with each of the subtrees. We will describe a provisional mechanism for sharing in HPC; a refinement of this scheme is currently under investigation. One of the fundamental motivations for the sharing mecha nism is the desire to provide a clean relationship between clients and servers when their closest common ancestor is many levels above in the hierarchy. Sharing is simply a form of communication that obviates the need to describe all com munication between subtrees in terms of connections through the root of the object tree. We have chosen to share objects rather than channels or interfaces. Although the shared object presents itself in two domains, only a subset of its interfaces ί are visible in each domain. Thus, shared objects are an ex ception to a strict interpretation of the rule that every object < resides within a single domain, although each interface of a shared object does obey the rule. ] -Sharing of an object is accomplished by negotiation be-: tween the two domains involved. There are two steps nec-1 essary to share an object: 1) the controller of the domain containing the object to be shared must offer to share the object with another specified domain, naming those interfaces to be made available to the other domain's controller and 2) the controller of the domain in which the object is to be introduced must accept the object and a subset of its interfaces.
Offer and accept are system calls that do not require a connection between the two domains. However, if two do mains wish to negotiate, the controllers may use any userdefined protocol for this purpose. All negotiations take place using messages sent through channels; only the final result is implemented by the kernel. Most instances of sharing will not require negotiation, hence, there is no need for the corre sponding controllers to communicate directly. A system switchboard can be constructed using a domain that offers to share its interfaces with the world. This is a special case of offer that allows global services to be provided.
An offer can be made at any time; an acceptance will succeed only if a corresponding offer has been previously made. When a controller makes an offer to share an object, it loses any rights it would otherwise lose if the offer were immediately accepted. In particular, any connections extant at the time of the offer to interfaces named in the offer are immediately broken. Therefore, there is no intermediate step during which two controllers have access to the same interfaces.
The net result of this sequence of operations is that a single object now resides within two domains, although the two controllers are constrained in their ability to interfere with each other. Each controller is capable of establishing con nections with a nonoverlapping subset of the object's inter faces. Normally, a controller has the right to connect or disconnect channels to any interface associated with an ob ject within its domain. However, if an object is shared, only This solution assumes reliable communication between objects and their local RTO. The end-to-end argument [3] implies that this is not strictly necessary, since higher level checking will be required anyway. In addition, we do not want to require that the model provide reliable commu nication for objects on the same machine because it would limit implementation choices in the kernel (e.g., the kernel could not choose to ignore a message when there is no buffer space) and also undermine the transparency of machine boundaries in the model. Reliable local communication can be accomplished by using a procedural interface and a kernel data structure for communication with the protocol object.
The RTO is an example of a machine-specific binding of an object. Each machine environment provides a shared RTO that acts much like any other service, offering a multiplexed interface to the various users. Each machine has an RTO and no RTO is allowed to migrate to another machine. When a process wishes to communicate reliably, it must be connected to a reliable transport object on the same machine. This connection, as well as the location of the RTO, is trans parent to the communicating process, but not to the associ ated controller.
B. Replicated Procedure Call
Replicated procedure call is a mechanism for providing highly available services by replicating clients and servers communicating via remote procedure call [4] . Replicated in stances of a module form a troupe. The ringmaster is used to dynamically bind names to troupes. When a troupe repre senting a client module requests service, every member of the server troupe performs the appropriate operation and every member of the client troupe receives a response. A program constructed using replicated procedure call will continue to function in the presence of failures as long as one replica of each module survives. One can easily implement, in HPC, a replicated procedure call facility. Fig. 6 illustrates two troupes and a ringmaster. Each troupe is implemented as an HPC object with a multicast interface. Within the troupe object, members of the troupe are connected to the endpoint of the multicast interface. The two troupes are connected using the multicast interface ex tensions outside their shells. Each troupe has a similar inter face for communication with the ringmaster. The ringmaster has a multiplex interface to communicate with the dynami cally varying number of troupes; each component of the inter face is a multicast extension. Similar, but more restricted mechanisms, such as triple modular redundancy, are even easier to construct. Note that all troupes have similar external interfaces, no matter how many replicated members they have. Also, each member of a given troupe has similar external interfaces. The complexity of replicating members of a troupe is isolated within the shell of the troupe, while the complexity of a variable number of troupes and their interconnection is iso lated at the next higher level. Thus, HPC allows troupes to be built independently of their use and used independently of their construction.
VIII. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In this section, we discuss some of the issues that arise in the implementation of an HPC kernel. Many related issues are as yet undecided, since an implementation of HPC is just now under development.
A. Protection Without Capabilities
One goal of the HPC model is to explore an alternative to capabilities as a protection mechanism. We wish to minimize that portion of a distributed system which must be reliable for the system as a whole to operate. Systems which have either general capabilities or "port rights" as a special case of capa bilities must provide reliable mechanisms for their trans mission and control. Experience with Unix IPC [5] both at the University of Rochester and Carnegie-Mellon University suggests these mechanisms are difficult to implement, espe cially across local-area networks. HPC puts the transfer of access rights in the kernel as part of the intrinsic support for protection and structure and makes it unnecessary to support the transmission of capabilities in user message traffic.
Additionally, access and communication control in capability-based systems are potentially chaotic. Even given system support for capabilities to control access, there is no general agreement on how to control the proliferation and distribution of capabilities. In systems where there are mecha-nisms to control the spread of capabilities, these mecha nisms provide a limited set of constraints [6] . To determine potential holders of access rights in a general capability sys tem, one must do an analysis analogous to global data flow analysis. Even this may be insufficient, given run-time input as a source of communications.
There is an analogy between capabilities and typed, vali dated pointers in a programming language. Both are useful, but difficult to control and understand in complex structures and often more powerful than is necessary. HPC operation domains are roughly analogous to scopes in programming languages -simple to identify and control, and generally sufficient to express desirable abstractions. For situations where a pointer-like mechanism is desired, we provide shar ing of objects, which is more controlled than general capa bility replication.
B. Interface Compatibility
The HPC kernel is responsible for ensuring that two in terfaces have matching structures before a connection is allowed. Sufficient information about each interface is maintained within a data structure describing the object tree to allow the kernel to enforce structural matching. Role compatibility is defined by the individual controllers and requires no system support.
The controller is also responsible for ensuring type equiva lence of connected interfaces. Type checking of interfaces could be done by any one of a number of techniques. One approach, often used in programming languages, is to stati cally declare interfaces and connections. This is an un satisfactory low-level mechanism for HPC because it would not allow arbitrary dynamic connections. Dynamic type checking can be implemented in user-level software or proto cols at relatively little cost [7] . As a primitive mechanism, we use a simplified type checking scheme using type names to determine equivalence. Each interface is given a type name upon creation; two interfaces are type equivalent if the type names match. (Note this is not the same as name equivalence in programming languages.) Name forgery is not a concern because only authorized controllers are capable of making connections; we are primarily interested in catching errors. Since the type name is meaningless to the system, designers are free to create them and interpret them any way they like. To increase confidence in the typing system, user code could be compiled in an all-encompassing separate compilation system, but the underlying system would be oblivious to it.
C. Forwarding Messages
In most message-based systems, message interfaces are associated with active processes. In HPC, shells have inter faces; processes are simply a special case of a shell. All messages are eventually interpreted by processes, but may have to travel through several logical interfaces before reach ing an active destination. To actually forward messages through all the logical "gateways" between two terminal pro cesses presents an unacceptable burden. Experiments with functional abstraction in the RIG distributed operating sys tem [8] were hindered by the inability to separate the abstract interface (gateway) from a physical process and port. Fortu nately, there is a simple way to obtain the efficiency of endto-end message passing with the structure of HPC and its logical gateways.
The HPC kernel maintains a record of the logical con nections between interfaces. For a series of channels between active processes, the kernel records both the logical path and the active endpoints. Messages, which can only originate at one of the active endpoints, are immediately sent to the other endpoint, logically passing through multiple interfaces, even though only one physical channel is used. However, discon necting a channel between any two interfaces on the path between two active components breaks the physical con nection. This approach allows each controller to maintain control of its connections while supporting an efficient im plementation of message passing.
To monitor or modify messages on a channel passing through multiple interfaces, a controller can insert a process into the logical path by breaking an incoming connection, inserting a connection to the new process, and creating a new outgoing connection. This action is transparent to the pro cesses at the endpoints. The effect is to break the previous logical path into two logical paths, each sharing the new "tap" process as a terminal and requiring no special treat ment.
D. Domain Protection
The operations that modify a domain can only be issued by the controller of the domain. In order to check the validity of an operation domain command, the object hierarchy is main tained as a tree with four fields in each node containing the name of: 1) the object represented by the subtree, 2) the domain inside the object, 3) the domain outside the object, and 4) the domain controlled by the object. Every node will contain at least the first three names, although some subtrees will not have an entry in the last field, since not all subtrees are part of a controller. These fields are initialized when the object is created; they may be updated each time an operation domain is created or destroyed. In particular, if a controller contains a subobject that is made the controller of a nested domain, that subobject is no longer allowed to control the external domain.
To determine whether or not a domain modification opera tion is valid, we must determine whether the operation argu ments are in the same domain and whether the process issuing the call is in the controller for that domain. For example, consider an object X that issues a call to connect an interface in object Y to an interface in object Z. To check the legality of the call, we first determine whether Y and Ζ are siblings or whether one is the parent of the other, a necessary condi tion for a direct connection. If a connection is possible, we can determine whether X is a controller for the corresponding domain using the appropriate field in the object tree. Note that this information could be calculated from the relative positions of object X, Y, and Ζ in the object tree, but this would only improve the efficiency of domain creation while introducing overhead for each domain modification opera tion. We expect operation domain creations and deletions to be much less frequent than structure modifications within a domain.
IX.
RELATED WORK
In the HPC object model, naming, protection, resource management, data, procedures, processes, and commu nication are all characterized in terms of discrete objects. There are no operations on passive objects. All com putational interactions between objects take place by sending and receiving explicit messages, a view that distinguishes HPC from the abstract data type object model [9] , [10] . In addition, the structural relationships between objects are ex plicitly managed in HPC, unlike continuation-style binding found in actors [11] and Smalltalk-80 [12] .
A. Process Structures
An inspirational force behind the HPC design is the sim plicity of process structures in Unix. Process families in Unix are tree-structured; each process has a single parent and may create many children. Unfortunately, Unix allows processes to interact irrespective of the process tree structure and does not provide operations that exploit it. A process can commu nicate via signals with any other process, without regard to the process hierarchy. In addition, children do not naturally know their parent process and parents cannot directly disown children. Process groups, an addition made in Berkeley Unix [13] , among others, is an attempt to partially rectify the problem. This addition to the process hierarchy allows sig nals to be sent to a group of processes, but does not provide a general solution for the management of process subtrees.
Unix processes communicate via pipes, a mechanism whereby the output of one program becomes the input of another program. Multiple processes can be linked using pipes to form pipeline structures. The primary disadvantage of the Unix pipe mechanism is that the relationship between the processes is poorly expressed. There is no mechanism for building a complex sequence of communicating processes into a pipeline structure and binding a name to that structure, so that many instances can be created, manipulated, and composed. In addition, pipes are implemented using an I/O stream interposed between two processes that use it to com municate; no higher authority understands and oversees this relationship. The effect is that, in Unix, the failure of any segment in a pipeline causes the entire pipeline to be aborted since, without additional context, there is little information available to guide less drastic recovery mechanisms.
Much of the structure of HPC is similar to that of Eden [14] , [15] , an object-based distributed computing environ ment developed at the University of Washington. Eden ob jects, called ejects, communicate via messages. The only connection with the outside world for an eject is defined by its invocations (i.e., interfaces); the internal structure of an eject is the concern of its programmer alone Ejects are built using processes communicating via monitors controlled by a single coordinator process. The main differences between Eden and HPC are: Eden provides invocation as the primary mode of communication; HPC uses asynchronous messages. Eden uses capabilities to check access rights to invocations; HPC was explicitly designed to avoid the use of capabilities. Eden provides a mostly flat collection of objects; HPC pro vides a rich set of mechanisms for creating nested object structures.
Eden and Argus [16] both combine a shared address space for closely related processes with remote procedure invoca tion between loosely coupled groups of processes. The shared address space grouping is largely orthogonal to the structuring mechanisms provided by HPC, which addresses loosely coupled systems and neither prohibits nor provides any particular mechanism for tightly coupled processes. Given support packages for synchronous messages or remote procedure invocation, Eden ejects and Argus guardians could be packaged as a single HPC object without impact on HPC.
The NIL system [17] , [18] is similar to HPC in that it manages hierarchical groups of active (process) and pas sive (procedure) components. NIL components communi cate through named ports using both synchronous and asynchronous communication. There are, however, several differences between NIL and HPC. NIL components are basically static and cannot be examined after creation, whereas the HPC structure is always accessible and may be modified dynamically. NIL masks failures and load condi tions using system-defined policies; HPC allows userdefined adaptations to failure or environmental changes. Finally NIL provides an entire environment, including transparent recovery, enforced strong typing of messages and invocations, and automatic storage allocation for built-in abstract data types. By design, HPC provides a more primi tive set of mechanisms which must be augmented by addi tional support packages or host facilities.
There is a close relationship between the HPC model and the activity model also developed at the University of Roch ester. The activity model defines a conceptual tool for de scribing the relationships between objects involved in the execution of a distributed task [ 19] , [20] . A single object may participate in many different activities and a single activity may be made up of numerous subactivities. Activity tags are used to identify the activity affiliation of data and messages. HPC began as an attempt to define operating system sup port for the activity model. It has since diverged, although previous work on activities continues to have important influence.
B. Communication
Communication in the HPC model is similar in flavor to the message-based operating systems Demos [21] and Arachne [22] (formerly Roscoe). In many message-based operating systems, including Demos and Arachne, a single message between processes uses the same mechanisms and receives the same level of support as a series of messages between processes with a long-term relationship. This can be justified in an environment in which most communication is short in duration. However, for many distributed computations, communication connections can be long-lived. For example, in a pipelined compiler, the connections between components exist throughout the lifetime of the program. What is lacking is a mechanism for codifying long-term relationships, so that explicit support can be provided consistent with the needs of the processes involved. One of the assumptions underlying the HPC model is that the granularity of process interactions in distributed systems can vary greatly depending on the relationship between the processes involved. Therefore, the model provides structuring mechanisms for making longterm relationships explicit.
It is worthwhile to compare the apparent complexity of HPC's communication structures to the mechanism variously known as links or ports. Most link-based systems have been heavily influenced by Demos, including Demos/MP [23] , Perseus [24] , Arachne, and Charlotte [25] . In a typical linkbased system, a link is a medium of reliable unidirectional communication with access control and naming provided by capabilities. All interprocess communication is accom plished by sending messages along links. The rights to send or receive messages on a link are protected and may be trans ferred from one process to another.
Link-based systems are currently quite successful and popular. Some of their popularity can be attributed to the apparent simplicity and power of their single communication mechanism. To allow two processes to communicate, one simply creates a link and gives its rights to the two processes. In contrast, HPC provides many different communication structures and forces the designer to deal with the additional complexity of HPC communication. Why?
Our response is that the interrelationships among elements of a distributed application are not simple. The apparent simplicity of links arises because links do not address all interactions. HPC does not add any additional complexity, it makes the complexity explicit. Moreover, the inter connections between various elements in a complex applica tion are visible not only when the system is designed, but also at run time. In a link-based system, these interrelationships are inaccessible to anyone wishing to create an object resem bling a controller.
In HPC, two simple interfaces and a channel provide func tionality analogous to that of a link. However, in HPC, we can determine whether or not two processes are connected by a channel. We can take several processes and transparently connect them into a useful assembly. When a process fails, we can replace it and connect its former partners to its re placement without their active cooperation. We can dynami cally restructure or extend an application to meet changing demands by creating or moving worker processes trans parently. In a link-based system, we cannot do any of these things because of the way links and all operations on them are handled through capabilities. Only the processes that hold rights to a link know that the link exists. Even these processes do not know what other processes hold rights to that link. There is no way to determine what the relationships among several processes are, even when they all have links with one another.
Link-based systems provide no direct support for grouping related links, whereas HPC provides interface bundles. Obvi ously, each process can keep track of which links belong to which group, but groups of links cannot be created, trans ferred, or destroyed as a group. Each link in a group must be manipulated individually. HPC provides the abstraction of a group of communication paths, thereby reducing the com plexity that a designer must handle.
A multiplexed server in a link-based system normally makes a single request link globally available. Clients wish ing to communicate with the server must obtain send rights to the server's request link, create a reply link of their own, and pass the send rights to the reply link to the server in a mes sage. The server must create a third link and send its send rights in a message over the client's reply link. The client will then release the rights to the server's request link. Subsequent communication between the client and the server will take place over the two newly created links. HPC's multiplex interfaces make this kind of interaction much simpler. A server uses a multiplex endpoint. The components of the multiplex interface are bundles of two simple interfaces. A client creates a new component and connects to the new interface bundle with a single connect. The server is notified when the new interface has been created and may connect to it whenever it chooses.
Most link-based systems do not provide multicasting or broadcasting, necessary for reliable applications based on replication. The multicast interfaces of HPC provide this ability and integrate the control and management of multicast groups closely with the rest of the communication structures. Moreover, a client using an internally replicated server need not know that multicasting is involved, since a multicast group is addressed as though it were a single element. The choice of explicit message replication or multicasting hard ware is hidden inside the HPC kernel.
The structured interfaces of HPC do not introduce any complexity into programming distributed applications. In stead, they provide abstractions for the communication com plexities in a system, forcing the designer to specify these complexities explicitly. In return, HPC permits the dynamic observation and manipulation of structured interprocess com munication paths that accurately reflect the communication connections within an application.
X. CONCLUSIONS
One theme of this work is that operating systems facilitate or obstruct solutions to problems in much the same way that programming languages do. In distributed systems we are forced, almost by necessity, to build more complex systems to take advantage of the intrinsic properties of distribution. The underlying operating system should make it straight forward to develop and implement such systems. The HPC model is a step towards such a system. HPC was designed to support the construction of distrib uted operating systems, as well as other support layers. It is not intended to be a user presentation layer, given that com munication in HPC is asynchronous and unreliable, an un attractive combination for user building blocks. However, HPC provides support for constructing reliable applications. The goal of our design was not to provide high-level re liability mechanisms directly, like transactions, checkpoints, or triple modular redundancy, but to provide the tools to build these specialized mechanisms. Since HPC makes partition visible to controllers and all resources can be encapsulated as an HPC object, there is basic support for building consistent applications.
Applications that must be robust against single point fail ure require some form of broadcast communication. If there is no primitive broadcast, either the kernel or a user process must simulate multicast by replicating messages. This works, but requires clients of reliable applications to be aware of the internal organization of the application. In HPC, we achieve protection and a clean separation between multiple delivery and addressing through multicast interfaces. The kernel takes care of any necessary replication.
Reliable applications also require physical distribution. HPC does not distinguish among objects on the basis of their location. In fact, only primitive processes can be said to have a location in HPC. HPC places almost all physical resource management responsibilities in the hands of ordinary HPC objects and neither hinders nor helps a designer spread an application over several sites. The placement of primi tive processes is limited solely by the reachable resource managers.
The indication of partition and failure represented by changes in the status of interfaces allows applications to take a wide variety of recovery actions. Transaction coordinators can use suspended status and timeouts to build a system tolerant of partition. Applications that require a number of different types of worker objects can create additional work ers to replace those lost through failure or partition and dy namically insert them into the computation. Servers can detect when communication with their clients has failed and clean up state accordingly.
Applications can be written to configure themselves ac cording to demands for their services by maintaining just enough worker objects to meet the demand. If the protocol for requesting service includes information about the location of the client, the application can change not only the size, but also the location of its implementation base.
The HPC model has built-in biases and assumptions about the way applications will be designed. We assume that hier archies will be the most common structure and that the imple mentation (and thus specific processes) of a given service should be hidden from the client. The intent is to provide mechanisms sufficiently general to let the user build what ever application structures are desired and avoid specialpurpose mechanisms. Given several alternatives, we have chosen the one that makes the fewest assumptions, can be used to implement the others most precisely, is most indepen dent of other aspects of the system design, and can be used to solve several problems.
A major assumption of this work is that interesting applica tions have significant, long-lived, internal communications patterns and that many applications will not fit the model of multiplex servers with well-known addresses. To acknowl edge and manipulate the relationships between processes, connections should be visible and persistent. The primary objections to connection-based communications have been in the cost of establishing and destroying connections. The as sumption of long-lived, multiple-process structures makes the argument of overhead cost less convincing. Further, there is no constraint on the implementation to provide an abstract service based on connections in terms of physical con nections; a connectionless implementation might serve just as well. The user should see logical connections between com municating elements regardless of how the transport proto cols are implemented.
Our design principles may be summarized as follows:
• hierarchical process structuring based on abstraction and composition • asynchronous message passing over persistent con nections
• dynamic system configuration under user control • controlled access without capabilities • no dependence on particular resource management facilities
• emphasis on the tools needed to build reliable mecha nisms.
We do not expect the HPC model to be a panacea for structuring operating systems. The benefits of the model have an associated cost that may be impractical for some operating system functions. The full costs of establishing and maintain ing the relationships implied by the model have yet to be determined, but will surely have an impact on its applica bility. The suitability of imposing the HPC model on the interactions between two processes will depend on their fre quency of execution, granularity of interaction, relative fail ure probabilities, and the level of error recovery required. In particular, we do not expect significant advantage will be gained by imposing the model on extensive single-site inter actions, such as that between a paging process and a disk device process. For reasons of consistency and transparency, we believe it will be necessary for the model to support all relationships, regardless of machine boundaries. However, the model is most useful for describing long-lived re lationships that span multiple machines. For such long-lived distributed computations, the HPC model provides a uniform framework for all system services, including communica tion, protection, resource mariagement, and error recovery.
